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This version of the selection 
alternates original text 
with summarized passages. 
Dotted lines appear next to 
the summarized passages.

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt gave this speech on January 6, 1941. At the time, 
World War II raged in Europe, but the United States wasn’t involved. Many Americans 
didn’t want to get involved. Other Americans felt that Hitler must be stopped because 
he represented a threat to democracy throughout the world.

President Roosevelt begins the speech by saying that the United States finds itself at a 
moment that is “unprecedented,” or never known in its history.

… At no previous time has American security been as seriously 
threatened from without as it is today.

Roosevelt next notes that the United States has faced mostly internal crises, or problems 
within the nation itself. And, he says, only one such crisis—the Civil War—actually 
threatened the country’s ability to remain whole. Although the United States has been 
affected by conflicts outside its borders and even been involved in some of these battles, 
none of these conflicts was a threat to the country’s national safety or independence.

Roosevelt makes the point that the United States has never hidden behind a wall and 
remained isolated, or kept away, from the rest of the world. Attempts to isolate the 
United States have never worked, Roosevelt says.

What I seek to convey is the historic truth that the United States as a 
nation has at all times maintained clear, definite opposition to any attempt 
to lock us in behind an ancient Chinese wall1 while the procession of 
civilization went past. Today, … we oppose enforced isolation for ourselves 
or for any other part of the Americas.

Next, Roosevelt names wars and other global events that have taken place in Europe 
and other regions of the world. He also names conflicts in which the United States 
has been involved, including the first World War. He notes that so far, none of these 
conflicts has really threatened the existence of the United States. But he explains that 
current world events represent a change. He speaks of a tyranny that “seeks to spread 
over every continent today.” He says that the American people are set against this cruel 
rule over a nation or a people.

Roosevelt then says that the “democratic way of life” is currently under attack in every 
part of the world. The attackers threaten more and more nations.
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1. ancient Chinese wall Great Wall of China, the stone-and-earth wall built as a defense against invaders, 
starting in the third century B.C.
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NOTESEvery realist knows that the democratic way of life is at this moment 
being directly assailed in every part of the world. …

The assailants are still on the march, threatening other nations, great  
and small.

As president, Roosevelt says that it is his duty to report that the future and safety of the 
United States and its democracy involve events well beyond its borders. Roosevelt argues 
that if the nations led by dictators win the current war, they may attack the United States.

I have recently pointed out how quickly the tempo of modern warfare 
could bring into our very midst the physical attack which we must 
eventually expect if the dictator nations win this war.

Roosevelt states that there are those who oppose American involvement in the war 
because they argue that being so geographically far away from the fighting protects the 
United States. But, Roosevelt contends that distance may not be enough to protect the 
country.

As long as the aggressor nations maintain the offensive, they—not we—
will choose the time and the place and the method of their attack.

For this reason, Roosevelt says, the United States is in danger. The country’s focus, 
he says, should be meeting the foreign peril, or danger. Roosevelt lists three parts of 
the national policy: working on national defense, supporting people who are fighting 
against tyranny and for democracy, and not making peace with the aggressive dictator 
nations. Roosevelt says that the American people agree on the national policy.

Today, it is abundantly evident that American citizens everywhere are 
demanding and supporting speedy and complete action in recognition of 
obvious danger.

Therefore, the immediate need is a swift and driving increase in our 
armament production. …

Roosevelt next sends a message to those democracies fighting the war: Americans will 
support them with weapons and supplies. The president says that “This is our purpose 
and our pledge.” Roosevelt also says that while helping democracies, the United States 
won’t be intimidated by dictators.

Roosevelt stresses the importance of helping those nations defending democracy, saying 
the happiness of future generations of Americans may depend on it. He also says that 
no one can tell what emergencies the United States may have to face, so the country 
must be prepared.

We must all prepare to make the sacrifices that the emergency—almost 
as serious as war itself—demands. Whatever stands in the way of speed 
and efficiency in defense preparations must give way to the national need.

Roosevelt discusses what makes a healthy and strong democracy, including jobs, 
security, a lack of special privilege, civil liberties for all, scientific progress, and a rising 
standard of living. These things should not be forgotten, even in the troubled modern 
era, he says.
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NOTESRoosevelt calls for personal sacrifice and explains that part of that sacrifice means paying 
more taxes for the defense of the country.

… I shall recommend that a greater portion of this great defense 
program be paid for from taxation than we are paying today.

Roosevelt then looks to the future, and he notes that he looks forward to a world 
founded on “four essential human freedoms.”

The first is freedom of speech and expression—everywhere in the world.
The second is freedom of every person to worship God in his own way—

everywhere in the world.
The third is freedom from want—which, translated into world terms, 

means economic understandings which will secure to every nation a 
healthy peacetime life for its inhabitants—everywhere in the world.

The fourth is freedom from fear—which, translated into world terms, 
means a worldwide reduction of armaments to such a point and in such a 
thorough fashion that no nation will be in a position to commit an act of 
physical aggression against any neighbor—anywhere in the world.

Roosevelt says that these freedoms are not a vision of some far-off future date. He 
believes they are possible to reach in the current generation. And this type of world is 
the opposite of the world that dictators want to create through war.

The world order which we seek is the cooperation of free countries, 
working together in a friendly, civilized society.

The president then ends his speech by saying that Americans have placed their faith  
in freedom.

Freedom means the supremacy of human rights everywhere. Our 
support goes to those who struggle to gain those rights or keep them. 
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